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Camshaft, Valve, Timing Parts for VW - Recycled Inc
This is part of our ongoing 1.9td AAZ Caddy swap and in this video we cover making sure everything is in time and installing a timing belt as well as setting the pump timing. Metalnerd tools used ...
1.9-Liter TDI Engine with Pump Injection
AAZ was the old 1.9 litre indirect-injection engine, 1993 - 1997 in Canada only (it was never sold in USA - VW skipped diesel availability completely in USA throughout this engine's production run). The injection system is totally mechanical. 1Z is the first TDI engine, '96 - '97 Passat and possibly some early '97 Jetta
TDI.

Engine Aaz 1z Ahu Drawing
The Diesel Direct Fuel Injection (DFI) Engine Control Module (ECM) is equipped with Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) memory. Before starting repairs, adjustments and/or troubleshooting: - Check DTC memory for possible stored Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) page 01-15 . - Check Diesel DFI ECM output signals to
Diesel Turbo Direct Injection (TDI) system, servicing
Engine Aaz 1z Ahu Drawing Summary of : engine aaz 1z ahu drawing my brother has a 1996 jetta with the aaz engine his injection pump is leaking and he is told by his mechanic it needs a rebuild reseal my question is are new pumps still available does this engine share the same pump as the more common ahu or
1z engines any recommended rebuild ...
VW’s 1.9 TD Problem and Solution - UtterPower.com
This is a Brand NEW OEM upper timing cover with the step. It fits Late 1.6 Diesel, 1.6 turbo Diesel, The 1.9 TD code AAZ engine, the 1.9 Natural Aspirated 1Y engine, the 1.9 TDI Code 1Z, AHU, And AFN Engine. The Original part # is 028-109-123H. This part is an original VW part with the logo stamped on it.
Club 80-90 Forums • View topic - AAZ to AHU conversion
Identify engine codes on late 90s volkswagen cars Reason: replace timing belt components. timing belt set for AHU 1Z engines here: http://amzn.to/2CjgY3F tim...
VWVortex.com - Differences between AHU, AAZ, IZ engine types
Hi all, not trying to go over old ground here but I've read heaps and heaps of info and I think I'm suffering from overload! I've read a lot about converting from standard to both AAZ and 1Z/AHU but can't find much on upgrading from one to the other, I think I will have about a million questions but let's start off with a
couple that should be quite easy!
Installing a timing belt and setting pump timing on an AAZ, Similar to an AHU, 1.6d, and 1.6td
The first failures noted by enthusiasts probably started getting some attention in the early 1.9 TD (IDI) engines. The 1.9 was a lot like the 1.6TD that was pretty much trouble free, BUT the stroke was made longer and the engine produces a lot of torque across the range. Peak Horsepower is similar to the 1.6 TD
Quality German Auto Parts ~|~ Diesel Components
Of course, I couldn't leave well enough alone, so I replaced that sorry looking instrument cluster with one of of an '84 GTi: I love the 120 MPH speedo (even though I can barely top 80) and the tach is very nice (and it works, too!The glow plug LED works, the upshift light works, the "Check Emissions" light and
mechanism thankfully don't work!
Vw 1.9 Tdi Engine Diagram - WordPress.com
5 - Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT) sensor -G62- or sensor for engine temperature -G27-With Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT) sensor - G2- 6 - Coolant hose Engine code AHU: to EGR cooler Engine codes AAZ, 1Z: to heater core 7 - Not applicable for USA/Canada 8 - From heater core
Identify engine code VW 1.9 TDI AHL AHU 1Z diesel
Vw 1.9 Tdi Engine Diagram Engine generations in Volkswagen TDI didn't always change with body generations. 8 valve longitudinal engine and uses different components than the 1.9L 8 Below right is a diagram of the
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1.9-Liter TDI Engine with Pump Injection System The new 100 bhp (74 kW) 1.9-liter TDI engine with pump injection system was developed from the existing 109 bhp (81 kW) 1.9-liter TDI engine with a distributor injection pump and no intermediate shaft. The pump injection system comprises the only significant
difference between the two engines.
Cooling system components, servicing
VW Engines and Engine Parts. Used, Recycled, New. Camshaft, Cam, Valve,Timing Cover, Timing Belt for Volkswagen vehicles 1959-1995
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